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About This Game

Train Town is traintastic fun for everyone. Build your world, choose your train, go on exciting adventures through cityscapes,
jungles and deserts...and even crash and blow things up!

From the makers of Trainz Simulator comes a whole new world of fun for young train fans (or the young at heart).

With a few simple clicks, anyone can make their first "Train Town" in seconds. Then jump into Drive mode to explore your
creation and run trains for hours to come.

With the incredible "Crash Physics" feature, mayhem in your virtual world is never far away as you bounce, smash and crash
into everything in your path. And don't forget to watch out for exploding gas bottles and tanks!!

Train Town offers two different modes of fun for the whole family:

In Create Mode, populate your world with buildings, rocks, trees, roads, cars and a variety of colorful animated characters. Lay
train track with a few clicks of your mouse, then jump right in to Driver Mode to follow your trains wherever they go.

In Driver Mode, add your favorite trains such as Tough Thomas, Steaming Sam, Rocket Train Rod and many others. How you
drive them is up to you - speed up or slow down to avoid the cars, characters and other trains, or perhaps go all out on a

destruction derby approach to wipe everything off the map.

Jump from train to train, change camera angles, zoom in and out and enjoy the action in an amazing, colorful and exciting
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cartoon world.

You can also share your creations online and download Towns created by other players.

Train Town is free-form game-play that will keep the kids occupied for hours!

Features:

constructive sandbox entertainment

easy to use for all ages 4 and up

colorful 3D cartoon graphics

huge variety of cool trains and scenery

explosions, crashing, super fast trains

variety of camera angles to view the action

great fun for kids (and big kids too, Dad!)

No In-App Purchases, includes all the mobile content packs.
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Train Town is a nice experience. The game is very colorful and has fair graphics. It's not as much space as I was hoping for to
build a world but it is enough to build a small city. You can blow the trains up once you get bored of watching them. The music
is personally my favorite part. It is very cheerful and uplifting.. My 4 year old son loves this game! A fun train sandbox game
for Kids! I'd say ages 4 to 7, but even as a parent I have fun tinkering around with it.
Catchy music, fun sandbox style. There are multiple train styles from Steam to Sesiel to super fast rocket trains.
You can run trains on pre-made tracks, or build your own from scratch! It's super easy to move the tracks around and make your
own layout. You can add buildings, trees, and objects too.
YES, you can also CRASH your trains too!
. I f*cking love this game. It reminds me when I was homeless (still am) when I was vagabonding on trains with my tweeker
buddies. 10\/10. Hi, my litte brother is enjoying this game greatly, here is his gratitude to the auther by a cute message:

it is great and i like blowing up the trains

It's a shame there ismany negitive reviews.. You can simulate 9\/11, but with trains.

Also this game made my \u0430ss feel strange.

I rate it 8\/8 m8. it gave me cancer and gave me a life. needs more orange i rate it 9\/11. It's a virtual train set.

I like trains. I liked the concept and the graphics.

I didn't like the controls for placing track or other objects.. Really disappointing. There are no switches, bridges, tunnels,
stations. You can put many curves in your single closed loop of track if you are very very patient, but that's it.

I had hoped that my preschooler could be more actively in control of this than when we play Sid Meier's Railroads together, but
I'm not even going to show it to him because he'd find it so boring.
. Good for young children\/early elementary school.. Good game for young kids.
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All aboard! Bought this for my 4 year old. He had a great time, we'll play more I'm sure.

You build train tracks, put down buildings, rocks, trees, people, and more. Lots of objects to choose from so you can be
creative. The building controls are dead simple. Just a few menus that let you place objects, change their size and rotation,
change the weather, all basic stuff that works well.

Then you choose a train and drive it around the track. When the train hits anything it explodes, so there is lots of fun to be had
creating some big destruction. The train controls are almost nonexistent - just pick your train and it starts to move, all you can
do is change the speed. But that\u2019s enough, it\u2019s not as much of a game as it is a playset.

You can download tracks that others have made, and that\u2019s a good way to get into some instant action. You can share your
tracks too.

The visuals are nice. Bright and colourful, music and sound aren\u2019t annoying. All in all a nice package. For $3, totally
worth it if you have a kiddo who likes trains.. I'd urge you not to buy this game. Whatever your expectation, you really won't get
anything from it.

It's like a baby simulation that doesnt really have any physical rules. There's really nothing to the game but an open (tiny)
sandbox and an ability to lay a track and scenery items. The problem is there's no real logic to any of this, it's just about
randomly plopping junk onto a small screen, and then .... watching in boredom.

I have three sons, aged almost 2, 3.5 and 5.5 .. and they all were bored to tears by this non-game.

It was clearly a dodgy little iPhone game, and they thought "maybe we can make some $$$ launching this on Steam". When
porting for the PC, the developer didn't even bother to update basic text .. the controls all say "touch this", or "swipe your finger
to the left".

I wouldn't ordinarily write a review unless a game were truly superb or utterly utterly crap.

.... save your money, if you want a nice learning train game for kids you can get Sid Meiers RAILROADS, or a bunch of
simulators out there, some real world, some kiddy oriented.

But this game is awful, a total fraud, ripoff, DO NOT BUY.. Great Train game :D. I'm not real sure what I expected. Even at
67% off, this game isn't worth $1.

Update: The game sits in the category "Regrets" in my library - also worth noting, it is the only game in that category.. The game
is boring after 12 minutes all you do is ram trains into other trains and run over random houses not my idea of a fun time.. why
the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 are you looking at train town reviews?

(this is the best game i've ever played in my life). Train Town is fun to play with a kid. I build the tracks with my nephew and he
likes to crash the trains. big fun! there are diffent types of trains to pick from. theres steam trains to rocket trains. its not one i
would play but its a blast to play with a child to see them laugh.. Games fun kinda a "baby's first train sim" game if you have
never played one before buy this its fun easy and helps you every step of the way
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